Making RADIUS/(D)TLS a Proposed Standard
What happened since IETF118

▸ (almost) nothing
What should have happened since IETF 118?

- Reviews from WG participants
- Compile a list of issues with RFC \{6613 6614 7360\}
- Verifying that all issues with RFC \{6613 6614 7360\} are handled in the -bis document
Some open questions

▸ (See comments from Alan on ML)

▸ Should we have a (mostly) backward compatible spec or do we want to write a new spec?
  
  - Already have some new spec with making RADIUS/TLS *and* RADIUS/DTLS mandatory for servers and RADIUS/TLS *or* (not xor) RADIUS/DTLS for clients
  
  - Make TLSv1.3 mandatory?
Next steps

▸ Reviews!

▸ If no reviews: Just run a WGLC and submit it to IESG?
Discussion/Questions?
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